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A look at Netty’s primary building blocks 

By Norman Maurer and Marvin Allen Wolfthal 

In this article, excerpted from the book Netty in Action, we’ll discuss 

Netty’s primary building blocks: channels, callbacks, futures, events 

and handlers.  

 

In this article, we'll discuss Netty's primary building blocks, listed below. They represent 

different types of constructs: resources, logic, and notifications. Your applications will use 

them to access the network and the data that flows through it. 

 Channels 

 Callbacks 

 Futures 

 Events and Handlers 

For each component we will provide a basic definition and where appropriate, a simple 

example that illustrates its usage in code. 

Channels 

A Channel is a basic construct of Java NIO. It represents an open connection to an entity 

such as a hardware device, a file, a network socket, or a program component that is capable 

of performing one or more distinct I/O operations, for example reading or writing. 

For now, think of a Channel as a vehicle for incoming ("inbound") and outgoing 

("outbound") data. As such, it can be "open" or "closed", "connected" or "disconnected."  

Callbacks 

A callback is simply a method, a reference to which has been provided to another method. 

This enables the latter to call the former at an appropriate time. Callbacks are used in a broad 

range of programming situations and represent one of the most common ways to notify an 

interested party that an operation has completed. 

Netty uses callbacks internally when handling events; when a callback is triggered the 

event can be handled by an implementation of  interface ChannelHandler. Listing 1 
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shows an example. When a new connection has been established the ChannelHandler 

callback channelActive() will be called and will print out a message. 

 

Listing 1 ChannelHandler triggered by a callback 

public class ConnectHandler extends ChannelInboundHandlerAdapter { 

    @Override 

    public void channelActive(ChannelHandlerContext ctx) 

        throws Exception {       //1 

        System.out.println( 

            "Client " + ctx.channel().remoteAddress() + " connected"); 

    } 

} 

 

1.  channelActive(ChannelHandlerContext) is called when a new connection is established 

Futures  

A Future provides another way to notify an application when an operation has completed.  

This object acts as a placeholder for the result of an asynchronous operation; it will complete 

at some point in the future and provide access to the result. 

The JDK ships with interface java.util.concurrent.Future but the provided 

implementations allow you only to check manually whether the operation has completed or to 

block until it does. This is quite cumbersome, so Netty provides its own implementation, 

ChannelFuture, for use when an asynchronous operation is executed.  

ChannelFuture provides additional methods that allow the registration of one or more 

ChannelFutureListener instances. The callback method, operationComplete(), is 

called when the operation has completed. The listener can then determine whether the 

operation completed successfully or with an error. If the latter, we can retrieve the 

Throwable that was produced. In short, the notification mechanism provided by the 

ChannelFutureListener eliminates the need for manually checking operation completion. 

Each of Netty’s outbound I/O operations returns a ChannelFuture; that is, none of them 

block at all. As we said earlier, Netty is "asynchronous and event-driven from the ground up." 

Listing 2 shows simply that a ChannelFuture is returned as part of an I/O operation. 

Here connect() will return directly without blocking and the call will complete in the 

background. When exactly this will happen may depend on several factors, but this concern is 

abstracted away from the code. Because the thread is not blocked while awaiting completion 

of the operation, it is possible to do other work in the meantime, thus using resources more 

efficiently. 
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Listing 2 Asynchronous connect 

Channel channel = ...; 

// Does not block  

ChannelFuture future = channel.connect(     //1 

    new InetSocketAddress("192.168.0.1", 25));                        

 

1.  Asynchronous connection to a remote peer 

Listing 3 shows how to utilize the ChannelFutureListener described above.  First we 

connect to a remote peer. Then we register a new ChannelFutureListener with the 

ChannelFuture returned by the connect() call. When the listener is notified that the 

connection is established we check the status. If it was successful we write some data to the 

Channel. Otherwise we retrieve the Throwable from the ChannelFuture.  

Note that error handling is entirely up to you, subject, of course, to any constraints 

imposed by the specific error at hand. For example, in case of a connection failure you could 

try to reconnect or establish a connection to another remote peer.  

Listing 3 Callback in action 

Channel channel = ...; 

// Does not block  

ChannelFuture future = channel.connect(     //1 

    new InetSocketAddress("192.168.0.1", 25));          

future.addListener(new ChannelFutureListener() {                //2 

    @Override 

    public void operationComplete(ChannelFuture future) { 

        if (future.isSuccess()){                                  //3 

            ByteBuf buffer = Unpooled.copiedBuffer( 

                "Hello",Charset.defaultCharset());               //4 

            ChannelFuture wf = future.channel() 

                .writeAndFlush(buffer);                           //5 

            .... 

        } else { 

            Throwable cause = future.cause();                      //6 

            cause.printStackTrace(); 

        } 

    } 

}); 

 

1. Connect asynchronously to a remote peer. The call returns immediately and provides a 

ChannelFuture. 

2. Register a ChannelFutureListener  to be notified once the operation completes. 

3. When operationComplete() is called check the status of the operation. 

4. If it is successful create a ByteBuf to hold the data. 

5. Send the data asynchronously to the remote peer. This again returns a ChannelFuture. 

6. If there was an error at 3 access the Throwable that describes the cause. 
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If you are thinking that a ChannelFutureListener is really just a more elaborate 

version of a callback, you are correct. In fact, callbacks and Futures are complementary 

mechanisms; in combination they make up one of the key building blocks of Netty itself. 

Events and Handlers 

Netty uses distinct events to notify us about changes of state or the status of operations. This 

allows us to trigger the appropriate action based on the event that has occurred. Such actions 

might include 

 logging 

 data transformation 

 flow-control 

 application logic 

Given that it is a networking framework, Netty categorizes events by their relevance to 

inbound or outbound data flow. Events that may be triggered by inbound data or an 

associated change of state include: 

 active or inactive connection 

 data read 

 user event 

 error event 

Outbound events are the result of operations that will trigger an action in the future. These 

include: 

 opening or closing a connection to remote peer 

 writing or flushing data to a socket 

Every event can be dispatched to a user-implemented method of a handler class. This is a 

good example of an event-driven paradigm translating directly into application building blocks. 

Figure 1 shows how an event can be handled by a chain of such event handlers. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Inbound and outbound events flowing through a chain of ChannelHandlers 
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In Netty the ChannelHandler provides the basic abstraction for handlers like the ones 

shown here. We'll have a lot more to say about it in due course, but for now you can think of 

each handler instance as a kind of callback to be executed in response to a specific event. 

Netty provides an extensive set of predefined handlers that you can use out of the box, 

including handlers for protocols such as HTTP and SSL/TLS. Internally, ChannelHandlers 

use events and futures themselves, making them consumers of the same abstractions your 

applications will employ.  

Putting it All Together 

FUTURES, CALLBACKS AND HANDLERS 

As we explained above, Netty's asynchronous programming model is built on the concepts of 

futures and callbacks.  At a deeper layer of structure is the dispatching of events to handler 

methods. Taken together these elements provide a processing environment that allows the 

logic of your application to evolve independently of any concerns with network operations. 

Intercepting operations and transforming inbound or outbound data on the fly require only 

that you provide callbacks or utilize the futures that are returned by operations. This makes 

chaining operations easy and efficient and promotes the writing of reusable, generic code.  A 

key goal of Netty's design is to promote "separation of concerns," decoupling the business 

logic of your application from the network infrastructure. 

SELECTORS, EVENTS AND EVENT LOOPS 

Netty abstracts the Selector away from the application by firing events, eliminating all 

the handwritten dispatch code that would otherwise be required. Under the covers an 

EventLoop is assigned to each Channel to handle all of the events, including 

 registration of interesting events 

 dispatching events to ChannelHandlers 

 scheduling further actions. 

The EventLoop itself is driven by exactly one thread, which handles all of the I/O events 

for one Channel and does not change during the lifetime of the EventLoop. This simple and 

powerful design eliminates any concern you might have about synchronization in your 

ChannelHandlers, so you can focus on providing the right logic to be executed when there 

are interesting data to process.  
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